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By September 1941, the German army had failed in its objec-
tive to capture Leningrad, but it had succeeded in cutting off all
land connections with the rest of the USSR. So began the Siege of
Leningrad, which would last until January 1944. The days of the
siege saw the residents of Leningrad suffer appalling hardship, with
widespread starvation. Conditions were mitigated very slightly in
the winter months with the opening up of the ‘road of life’, an
ice road across the nearby Lake Ladoga, over which supplies were
brought into the city. Amongst the large number of books on the
Siege of Leningrad, there is, in particular, an oral history [4] which
contains several contributions from Lyapin on life under the siege.

After several months of siege, both LSU and the Mathematical
Institute of the Academy of Sciences were forced to close down, and
so Lyapin’s teaching abilities were no longer required. He went to
work instead, at least briefly, at the city’s architectural planning de-
partment, where he was involved in such matters as the provision of
air raid shelters. Come the Summer of 1942, however, Lyapin was
able to put his mathematical skills to use at Leningrad’s Principal
Geophysical Observatory, where meteorological research was be-
ing undertaken. The various published biographies of Lyapin give
passing hints as to what kind of work he did there, for example, ‘im-
proving meteorological services for the Red Army’ [5, p. 175], ‘re-
search ... on questions of atmospheric turbulence’ [6, p. 139] and,
perhaps most intriguingly, ‘the calculation of the strength of the ice
road on Lake Ladoga’ [3, p. 15]. Indeed, Lyapin seems to have been
very heavily involved with the ‘road of life’. In their biography of
Lyapin, two of his students, V. A. Makaridina and E. M. Mogilyan-
skaya, note, with evident pride in their former teacher, that Lyapin
‘contributed to the saving of hundreds of thousands of lives from
starvation’ [7, p. 144]. However, it is rather difficult to pursue this
matter further: the official documents relating to the wartime work
of the Principal Geophysical Observatory remain secret.

With the end of the war, Lyapin was able to return to research in
pure mathematics. Around 1939, his research interests had begun
to turn from group theory to the burgeoning theory of semigroups,
and he published his first paper in this area in 1947. Unfortunately,
as noted above, Soviet science was passing through a difficult phase
at this time, with ideological attacks on both science and scientists,
the most infamous being the Lysenko affair in genetics. In 1949,
the ideologues at LSU singled out what they deemed to be three
particularly objectionable areas of pure mathematics, together with
their main practitioners: topology, as studied by N. A. Shanin, func-
tional analysis (B. Z. Vulikh) and semigroup theory (Lyapin). As
abstract, formalised areas of mathematics, each of these three dis-
ciplines was quite new, and this is perhaps why they were regarded
with suspicion.

A special meeting of the algebra section of the mathematics
faculty was convened, and sat before an audience of teachers and
students. The purpose of the meeting was ‘to expose ideologically
alien and invalid effects’ [3, p. 16] in the development of mathe-
matics: those areas were attacked which were deemed to be too ab-
stract, too far separated from the material world, and therefore open
to accusations of idealism. Indeed, Vulikh, Shanin and Lyapin were
accused of conducting mathematics which was ‘divorced from life
and not bringing any benefit to socialist society’ [3, p. 16].

The mathematician, physicist and loyal communist A. D. Alek-
sandrov advised Lyapin that his best course would be to keep quiet
during the meeting – the outcome was a forgone conclusion, so why
make matters worse by attempting a defence? However, whilst Vu-
likh and Shanin chose to heed similiar advice, Lyapin took the op-

portunity to speak when it was offered to him. According to Khait,
Lyapin ‘very emotionally objected to those who interfere with the
advancement of science’, before going on to say that ‘the success of
science demands the promotion of new ideas, we must give them
the opportunity to develop’ [3, p. 16]. Lyapin apparently left the
podium to applause, mostly from the students in the gallery.

Khait tells us that Lyapin’s speech was followed by one from the
uniformed figure of R. E. Soloveichik, which provided a defence
for Lyapin, though not of semigroup theory, or of abstract math-
ematics more generally. Soloveichik’s background was in mathe-
matics: he too was a graduate of the mathematics faculty of LSU.
Soloveichik and Lyapin had worked together during the war at the
Geophysical Observatory. Soloveichik began with a general con-
demnation of those scientists who sought only ‘formal objectives’,
‘far from the needs of the national economy’ [3, p. 16]. He con-
trasted such people with those who had engaged in abstract work
before the war, but had immediately turned, in the hour of the na-
tion’s need, to the solution of problems for the armed forces. By
this point in the speech, Soloveichik had apparently won over the
presiding academics. He therefore felt confident enough finally to
indicate that Lyapin was in fact a scientist of the latter type. He
seems to have mentioned Lyapin’s involvement in the establishment
of the ‘road of life’ – something which would no doubt have struck
a chord with the Leningraders present, the siege being less than a
decade in the past. Having illustrated Lyapin’s usefulness to the
state, Soloveichik concluded by toeing the ideological line: ‘math-
ematics serves industrial purposes!’ [3, p. 16]. We are told that he
too left the podium to applause.

With the fruitless attempts at defence concluded, the members
of the presiding academic council engaged in a diatribe against for-
malism, idealism, cosmopolitanism, and, as Khait puts it, ‘other
“isms” ’ [3, p. 16]. At the close of the meeting, Lyapin’s fate was
handed down: he was to be dismissed from the university. Perhaps
owing to their silence, Shanin and Vulikh kept their jobs, probably
suitably chastened. If we look at Shanin’s list of publications, we
see that his work was divided into two phases: topology until 1949,
logic and set theory thereafter. Vulikh’s work, on the other hand,
shows no similar break: he continued to work in functional anal-
ysis even after 1949. Moreover, Lyapin also continued to work in
semigroup theory. Indeed, his career continued almost without in-
terruption: the leadership of Leningrad State Pedagogical Institute
‘pretended not to know what had happened at the university’ [3,
p. 17], and so offered Lyapin a job. He remained at the Pedagogi-
cal Institute for the rest of his life.

Thus, it seems that the 1949 ideological issues at LSU had lit-
tle impact on Soviet mathematics: all three ‘ideologically dubious’
areas continued to be studied in the USSR, and with great success.
Indeed, it would appear that, on the whole, Soviet ideology had
rather more impact on mathematicians than on mathematics itself.
Certainly, Soviet mathematics never had its Lysenko. We can only
hope that current trends prove to be as ineffective! h
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A ‘Lapse of Concentration’ by Newton?

I
refer to the article (Mathematics Today, October 2011, p. 244)
by A.P.S. Selvadurai and P.A. Selvadurai, which I have only
just seen. That article refers to two calculations supposedly

made by Newton, which are 14 1962 = and 15 1252 = . At first
reading, I suspected that this was a joke of the authors, but soon
came to realise that, if it were indeed a joke, then it was either
Newton’s or that of some other unknown person! I find it incon-
ceivable that Newton needed to do those calculations on paper.
The answers would no doubt have come to him essentially instan-
taneously in his head, as they do in mine and in that of any person
who is number-literate, and any suggestion that Newton was
otherwise is of course absurd. Furthermore, is it really credible
that, even assuming that Newton seriously made the calculations
in question, he would not have noticed that a direct implication of
his results, that is 14 152 2> , is unlikely to be correct? I think
not. Something is wrong, but the problem is indeed still an inter-
esting one.�

Frank O. Goodman CMath FIMA

University of Waterloo
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Are we past our prime at 35?

O
ur Doctor, who appears to be well over 35, seems to think
so in his June diagnosis. Some have indeed already found
their niche in life and are making their million a year. Why

he particularly grudges that amount to those who have end up as
captains of industry much later in life is not clear.

However most IMA members realise ‘big’ problems are
multi-disciplinary. As much as in any other discipline, they know
they need to match what mathematics they have come to master
(whether new or old) to the real world. This is complex enough
even without life, and more difficult still if people are involved:
our response to attempts to solve problems can be perverse.

Our Doctor quotes the ‘collapse’ in our construction activity as
an issue – the Irish and Spaniards might think that is an exaggera-
tion. But propose a wind farm and a host of over 35s will oppose it
on principle. Even worse if you propose a new housing estate near
them, even if their own children have no hope of homes of their
own without a lot more houses being built.

The IMA is for those who care about the world at large, and at 35
they are coming into their prime and ready to make the huge con-
tribution that so many do! And perhaps the IMA itself is best
placed to foster talent, if it can provide frameworks where its
members can grow together. But do enough of us mathematicians
come with good communication skills too?�

David Gelder CMath FIMA, CSci

Achievement: Class or Intellect?

I
refer to ‘A Doctor Writes…’ in the June issue of Mathematics
Today, specifically the section titled Double dip (just?).

Whilst it is perfectly valid for there to be a debate as to the
causes of a double dip recession being either problems in the con-
struction sector or instability in the Eurozone, it is not acceptable
to use pejorative terms such as ‘Eton Boys’ in such a debate. The
obsession with the choices that parents make for the education of
their children contributes nothing to rational debate but perpetu-
ates the myth that only class, rather than intellect, determines
achievement. Indeed, one of the wealthiest members of the
current government is William Hague, who was state educated.

As a product of the state education system, I am happy for the
issues of the time to be debated rationally in Mathematics Today.
The use of insults based around the antiquated language of class
warfare contributes nothing to this.�

Jim Bradley AMIMA
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Notes

1. For a more detailed account of Soviet ideology and mathematics,
see [8–10].
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